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Abstract.
This paper presents a class of new explicit second order accurate finite
difference schemes for the ccaputaiton of weak solutions of hyperbolic conservation
laws. 'these highly nonlinear schemes are obtained by applying a nonoscillatory
first order accurate scheme to an appropriately modified flux function. The so
derived second order accurate r-ch-res achieve high resolution while preserving
the robustness of the original nonoscillatory first order accurate scheme.
Numerical experiments are presented to demonstrate the performance of these
new sche-nes.
I
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1. Introduction.
In this paper we consider numerical approximations to weak solutions of the
initial value problem (IVP) for hyperbolic systems of conservation laws.
ut + f(u)x = 0,	 u(x,0) = ¢(x),	 < x < ».	 (1.1)
Here u(x,t) is a clourrn vector of m unknowns, and f(u), the flux, is a
vector valued function of m components. (1.1) is called hyperbolic if all
eigen,mlues al(u),..., am(u) of the Jacobian matrix A(u)
A(u) = fu
	(1.2a)
are real and the set of right eignevectors RS (u),..., RP(u) is complete.
Ee assurr:e that the ei gen:lalues {a3 iu) } are arranged in a nondecreacing order
al (u) : a2 (u) :
	 : ONO.	 (1.2b)
We consider
 systems of conservation laws (1.1) that possess an entropy
function U(u), defined as follows:
(D U is a convex function of u, i.e., Uuu > 09
(ii) U satisfies
Uufu = 
u
	
(1.3a)
were F is some other function called entropy flux. Admissible weak solutions
of (1.1) satisfy, in the weak sense, the following inequality:
rn
j4
(1.5a)
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U(u)t + F(u)x 6 0	 (1.3b)
(see [111). The inequality (1.3b) is called an entropy condition.
In the following we sA ll discuss numerical approximations to weak solutions
of (1.1) which are obtained by :2k+ 1)-point explicit schemes in conservation
farm
l  	 -'fl
pn
31 - f(vj-k+l, ... ,v^+k ) (1.4b)
Were vn = v(jAx, ndt), an I is a numerical flux function. We require the
numerical flux function to be consistent with the flux f(u) in the following
sense:
Ru,...,u) = f(u).	 (1.4c)
We say that the difference scheme (1.4) is consistent with the entropy condition
(1.3b) if an inequality of the following* kind is satisfied:
where U^ = U(v^), i^T = F(v^_k+l,...,v^+k) ; here T is a numerical entropy
flux, consistent with the entropy flux F(u), i.e.
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r(u,...,u) = F(u).	 (1.5b)
Vie turn naw to discuss the question of convergence of the finite difference
solution of (1.4) to weak solutions of the conservation laws (1.1). Since the
finite-difference scheme is nonlinear and the ccnvuted solutions are certainly
not smooth, therefore L2-stability of a consistent finite-diference scheme
does not imply convergence. One can establish convergence of finite - difference
solutions of (1.4) to weak solutions of (1.1) when the following conditions
are satisfied:
(i) The total variation with nespect to x of the finite-difference solutions
is uniformly bounded with respect to t, At and Ax.
(ii)The finite-difference scheme (1.4) is consistent with the entroF.1 ocndition
(1.3b) for all entropy functions of C1.1).
_Ciii) The entropy condition (1.3b) implies w-liqueness of the solution to the 1VP
(1.1).
Using cor©actness arguments one can deduce from condition (i) the existence
of convergent subsequences. The conservation form (1.4) and condition (ii)
imply that each limit solution is a weak solution which satisfies the entropy
condition (1.3b). When the entropy condition implies uniqueness of the IVP
(conditon (iii)) then all subsequences have the same limit solution, and con-
sequently the finite-difference scheme is convergent. ( see [21,  [9] , [101
It seems possible to satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) by adding a hefty
amount of artificial viscosity to the finite difference scheme (1.4). The addi-
tional viscosity terms daar,D possible oscillations in the computed solution,and
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make the earYVergence pr+ooess simulate the zero-dissipation-limit which is used
to select the unique physically relevant weak solution. Unfortunately, viscosity
represents an irretrievable loss of information and therefore the addition of
artificial viscosity brings about some deterioration in resolution.
In this paper we describe a new method to design finite- difference +schemes
that satisfy conditions M and Cii), but ar,i^rs second-order accurate and have
high resolution.
u(x,0? = 000, -• < x <
where O(x) is assumed to be of bounded total variation.
(2.1b)
Every
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2. Nxonotonicity in the scalar case._
In this section we consider, the IVP for a scalar conservation law.
U  + f(u)x = U  + a(u)ux 0, a(u) = du
	 (2.1a)
weak solution of the scalar IVP (2.1) which satisfies the entropy
condition has the followin g, monotonicity property as a function of t:
1.) No new local extrena -n x may be created.
ii) The value of a local minim* is nondecreasing, the value of a local maximum
is nonincreasing.
It follows from. this mmnoton_city property tat the total variation in
X, rrz!(u(t)), of u(.,t), is nonincreas?ng in t, i.e.,
W(u(t2 ))	 TV(u(tl)), for all t 2 >. tl .	 (2.2)
We consider now explicit (2k + 1) point finite difference schemes in con-
servation fore: (1.4) approximating (2.1)
vn+1 = H(vn , vn 	,...,vn ) = vn -u fCvn	 ,...,Nn )7	 7-k	 -k+l	 +k	 . -k+1	 7+k
(2.3a)
-(v _,k , ... I V 
^ +k-?) ]
and de-note (2.3a) in an operator form as
- 6 -
v
n+l 
= L •vn
	
(2.3h)
We say that the finite diference scheme (2.3) is total variation nonincreas-
ing (MTD if for all v of bounded total variation
TV(L • v) ; TV(v)	 (2.4a)
where
TVCu) _	 ^a	 u^	 (2.4b)1+1/2
here, and throughout this paper, we use the standard notation
ej +1/12II = ui +1 - uj	(2.5)
We say that the finite-difference sc'ieme (2.3) is monotonicity preserving
if the finite difference operator L is monotonicity preserving, i.e.,  if v
is a monotone  mesh function so is L•v.
We say that the finite difference scheme (2.3) is a monotones scheme if
H in (2.3a) is a monotone nondecreasing function of each of its 2k + 1
arguments.
The following theorem states the hierarchy of these properties.
Theorem 2.1. (i) A monotone  scheme is TVMI. (ii) A TVM scheme is monotonicity
preserving.
- 7 -
	
Proof: (i) It was pr 	 monotoneoven by E. Keyfitz in C 81 that 	 schemes form an
tl-contractive semigroup, i.e.
(IL'v - L-z li.,1 = 11v - Z11,1	 (2.6a)
for all z1-sumniable v and z; Here I luI I, = i (u.j. (2.4) follows.1	 j=-.
immediately fram applying (2.3a) to v and z = T •v, U. e. z j E vj+1 for all
(ii) Let (2.3) be a TVII scherre and let v be a monotone mesh function of
bounded total variation, and denote w = L • v. Since L sus a finite support
of 2k + 1 points it is sufficient to prove that w is nonotone for all v of
the form
constant = vL 	j F J-
Y - monotone	 J- j , J+	 , J+ , J-
constant = vR
	
j >, J+
TV (V) _ "'g;	 vL I	 C2.6b)
1-1e prove (ii) by negation. Suppose w is not monotone, then it has at
least  one local mirwrnmi and one local, maxi.rmmi. Denote by m and vM the values
of the first two successive local extrema, then
TV(w) 3 IvR - vL1 + 1vm -vMI > TV(v),
which contradicts the assumption that the sche,,ne is MI. This completes the
proof of Tlheoram 2.1
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Monotone schemes approximate solutions of the viscous modified equation
ut + .f(u)x = At[$(u,A) uy]X	 , J1 = At
	
(2.7a)
4(u 90 
= 1[J--k
 j2HR(u,u,...,u) - A2a2(u)I(2.7b)
2A  
s(::,A) >, 0,	 6Cu,A) * 0	 (2.7c)
to second order accuracy; Since s(u A) t 0, monotone schemes are necessarily
first order accurate; HR in (2.7c) denotes ^;-(w-k , w-k+l^...,wk). C see C 8 7)
k
Since monotone schemes are T"M, there exist convergent subE-equences for all
initial data of bounded -total variation. Each limit is a creak solution of (2.1)
that satisfies Oleinik' s entropy condition (see [ 8 1) . Since Ole:iniY,'s entropy
condition implies uniqueness of the NP C2.1), we conclude that all subsequences
converge to the sa,-w li_TIIi.t, and therefore the scheme is convergent (see 12 D..
Let us consider now the scalar constant coefficient case a(u) = constant
in (2.1). A linear finite-difference approximation
k
V 
+l	 I c^vn+ ^	 , cx = const.	 (2.8a)L=-k
is ranotoni city preserving if and only if
c  , 0 2	 -k; t k.
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(see [4 1). Hence any linear monotonicity preserving scheme, and therefore arry
TWU linear scheme, is a monotone scheme, and consequently first order accural-e.
We remark that the previous statement does not exclude the possibility of
having, nonlinear monotonicity preserving and TVNI schemes that are second order
accurate (and consequently are not monotone schemes). In fact the schemes presented
in 17 1 and [6 1 are monotonicity preserving (at least in the constant coefficient
case) and second order accurate.
It is the purpose of this paper to present new high-resolution second ort.er
accurate TVNI scheTres. These new schemes a--,e generated L• y converting known
3-point first order accurate TVNI schema into new 5-point second order accurate
TYNZ schemt:s. Both the 3-point schemes and the new 5-point schemes can be re-
witten in the form
vr'+1 = L • vn
	 (2.9a)
(L• v) j = 
vi + L+,j +1/2`J +l/2"' - C-,j-1/2Gj-1/2v	 (2.9b)
where A yl is defined in (2.5) and
C+ +1/2 = C+(v I."^^•'v•+1'v•+2)' C_ i-1/2 = C_(v. 2 ,v. l ,v.,v. +1 ) (2.9c)
,j	 ^-	 3 J	 J	 ^_	 J-	 7-	 J
The follct.-ing La-r, a states conditions on the coefficients (2.9c) which are
sufficient to ensoxz-+ a that the scheme (2.9 ) is TVNI.
- 10 -
Lena2_2
Let the coefficients C in (2.9c) satisfy the inequalities
C- 
J+1/2 .10 ' C+,j+l/2 ' o
C- J+1/2 + C+ J+1/2 1 1 '
then the scheme (2.9) is TVNI.
(2.10a)
(2.10b)
Proof: Denote w - L.v and subtract (2.9b) at j - i from (2.9b) at j - i+l
to obtain
^i+1/2w - C-,i-1/2Ai-1 /2v + (1-C-Vi+l /2-C+,i+l /2)©iw e + C+,i+3/2 Ai+3/2v'
(2.11)
By (2.10) all the coefficients in (2.11) are non negative, therefore
l a i•#.1/2wj ` (1 - C-,i+1/2 -C +,i+1/2 )J A i+1/2VI + C-, i-1/2 I Ai-1/2vl
(2.12)
+ C+,i.+3/2JAi+3/2VI
Surm&ig (2.12) for
	
< i < - we obtain
Go	 a*
TV(w) =I,&i+1/2w' 5 X (1 - C
-,i+1/2	 C+,i+1/2)I'&i+1/2vli=	 i=-Go
+	 Ci-1/2 "i-1/2v' +	 C+,i+3/2^'&i+3/2v^ _ 	 ^^i+1/2v^	 TV (v)i=	 '	 i=	 i
which shows that (2.4) is satisfied. The equality -s obtained by changing the
surmtion index in the last two sums in the RHS of ! inequality.
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In the next section we shall use Lwmra 2.2 to design second order accurate
7MI schemes. We remark that any 3 point :finite difference scheme in conservation
form with a differentiable numerical flux can be rewritten as (2.9), in the follow-
ing way: It follows from the mean value theorem that there exist C + and C_
such that
,X[?(vj,vj +1) - F(vj ,vj )] = -C+(vj'vj+l) Aj +112v	 (2.13a)
A[F(vj-,,vi) - f(vj ,vj )] = - C_ (vj-1'vj )
 Aj-1/2v	 (2.13b)
Expressing the numerical flux values in C2.3a) with k = 1 by (2.13) results
in the form (2.9).
- 12 -
3. Second order accurate TVIII schemes.
Let us consider a general 3-point finite difference scheme in conservation
farm (1.4) with a numerical flux F of the form
T(vj ,vj+l) = If CV-) + f(v^ tl) - q(Xajtl) A. +1 A	 (3.1a)
2	 2
where
[f(vj+l) - f(V.)]/A.+1 v	 when Ajt1 v # 0
a^+1	 (3.1b)
	
2 a(-v	 when A^ +I v = 0
Here Q(x) is some function, which is often referred to as the coefficient of
numerical viscosity.
Lemma 3.1 Let Q(x) in (3.1a) satisfy the inequalities
(xI . Q(x) 5 1
	 for05 1x) $Psi,	 (3.2)
then the finite-difference scheme (1.4) with (3.1) is TVNI under the CFI,-like
restriction.
Amaxj 10 1^
	
+2 	 (3.3)
Proo.-: L'__ng the notation
v. +l = Xa. +l	 (3.4a)
7 2	 7 2
4
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where a 	 is (3.1b), we rewrite (3.1a) as
a ^ +1 = af(v^,v^+l) = af(v^) - 21 v^+i + Q; v;+ . a;+2 v	 (3.4b)J
and similarly
a ^ 1 = af(v]_l,vj) = af(v^) - pj 1 + p(v; ljI a^_1 v	 C3.4c)
2	 2	 2	 2
Substituting (3.4) for numerical flux values in (1.4) we get the form (2.9)
Y. 1) = v^ + 1 CQ( 5 . 1) - ;j 4 2 a. L v''
	
2	 2L	 2	 —21 ,+12 (3.5a)
_ 1 Q(v._1) + v._1 a._1 vn vn + C+ , . } 1 A,,.1 vn - C- ,^_? a
j
_1 vn.
2C	 3 2	 3 f, 3 2	 3	 3 2	 2	 i	 2
U17rre
2.
S ince
(3.5c)C+, . +1 + C_, .+l = Q( D . +1)
2	 2	 2
it follows from (3.2) and (3.5) that conditions (2.10) of Lemma 2.2 are satisfied
Lmder the CFL restriction (3.3) and therefore the finite-difference scheme (3.1)
is TVNI.
v^+1 = v^ - a( ^ +1 -
The second order accurate Lax-Vendroff sche,--ne has the numerical flux (3.1)
with Q(x) = x2 , i.e.,
- 14 -
^
f3
,W
+1/2 _ 2 [f (V + f(vj+l) -	 ("j+l/2)2ej+1/2v7.	 (3.6aj
Clearly a numerical flux of a second order accurate scheme 1j+1/2 has
to satisfy
W
j+1/2 - ^j+1/2 ° o(e
2
 ), (3.6b)
for all smooth solutions of (1.1); here a is the discretization parameter.
When Q(x) is constrained by (3.2), then the 3-point scheme (3.1) is only
first order accurate, for
j+1/2	 fjy+1/2 -	 [-(vj+1/2)2 + Q(^j+l/2 )] of+1/2 vn 	(3.7)
and therefore
T
1fj+1/2 - fjt1/2 1 3 2X `lu4+1/21 - (vj+1/2 )
 3
*' A j+1 /2 VTII - 0(e).
We describe now how to convert a 3-point first crc?ar accurate TVNI scheme to
a 5-point second order accurate TVNI r-cheme. Consider the application of a
3-point first order accurate T\Pa scheme (3.1) to modified mesh values fi
of the original flux f(u): Set
fi = f (vi) +	 8i .	 8i	 g(vi-J.' V i' ^i+1)	 (3.8a)
where g is a function which will be specified. below. Tie modified numerical
flux fj	 = f (+l/2	 vj -l ,vj ,vj+l,vj+2) is obtained by rc-13cing f(vi), f(vi+l)
in (3.1a), (3.1b), by the modified values:
- 15 -
f j+1/2
	
2 [f j+ fm+l - J1 Q(vj+1 / 2 ) °j+1 /2 v]	 (3.8b)
where
V1+1 /2 m v i+1 /2 + Y i+1 / 2	 Yi+1/2 ' (9 1+1. - 9 1) /6 i+li 2 "'	 3.8c)
We can rewrite (3.8b) as
fj+1/2 s 2 [f(vj )+ f(vj+1 + 2A (gj +gj+1 -Q(vj+1/2 + Yj+1/2 ) Aj+l/2 v].	 (,3.8d)
Lemma 3.2 Suppose Q(x) is Lipschitz continuous and g  satisfies
9  + gj+l = [Q(vj+li•2) - (vj+1/2 )21 43+1/2 v + O U	 (3.9a)
Yj+1/2 "aj+1/2 v = gj _l	 gj =O (A 2 )
	 (3. 9b)
then the numerical flux (3.8) satisfies C3.6)
Proof: The :codified numerical flux f^+l/2 (3.8d) differs from the original
flux Fj+1/2 C3.1) in the fo'lm.ing way :
f	 ^gj + gj+l + [Q(vj+1)j+1/2 fj+1/2 a 
(3.10a)
- QCvj+1/2 + Yj+1/2 )1 Aj +l/-z v}
Substituting (3. 7) for fj+1/2 in (3.10a) we get that (3.6) holds if the
relation
°]	
gj+l ) + [Q(vj+l ^4 ) - Q(vj+1/2 + Yj+1/2 )7
 Qj+1/2 v
(3.10b)
[Q(vj+1/2) - (vj+1/2 )21 Aj+1/2 v + O(G2)
is satisfied.
- 16 -
:Mxm Q(x) is Lipschitz continuous
IQCvJ
+1/2) - Q('vj+1/2 +.yj+112)1 $ conot.lYj +1/21, 	 (3.10c)
therefore if follows from (3.9b) that the second term on the LHS of (3.10b)
is itself O(A2 ); consequently (3.9a) implies (9.10b). This completes the proof
of Lemm 3.2.
We construct gi = g(vi_1 , vi ,vi+1 ) that :satisfies (3.9) in the following
way:
AU
gi	si+1/2 [O,min(Igi+1/2 l ) gi-1/2•si+1/2)7	 (3.11a)
Isi+112*mn(lf%'i+1/2 1 ' I gi 	 when when gi+1/2 *1%0 	3 0
ti0	 when gi+1/2^ gi-1/2 0
where
gi+1/2	 i+1/2)	 1+112)2 Aitl/2 v	 (3.11b)
si+1/2 = sign Qi+1/2).
	 (3. 11c)
L,emna 3.3: Let gi be defined by (3.11),then relations (3.9a) and (3.9b) are
satisfied, and
IYj+1/21 = Igi+1	 ^ I/ILj+l/2v1 ' f 2(;j+l/2 )	(^j+l/2)2^•	 (.3.12)
- 17 -
Froof: Fist let us asst ne tha gj+l/2'9-1/2 0, then using the definition
(3.11a) and the relation min (a,b) = 2 Ua+b) - la-bl]
we get
l ti	 ti	 ti	 ti
gj - 'f jgj-1/2 + gj+1/2 _ ` j+1/2 1gj+l./2 - 9.1-1/21]
(3.13a)
gj ;1/2 + 7 [.(gj+1/2 - gj-1/2 )	 s j+1/2 1gj+1/2 - gj-1/217.
From (3.11b) we conclude that if v is snnoth and Q W at least Lipschitz
continuous then
pu
gj+1/2	 gj-1/2 = 0(e2).
Thus (3.13a) and (3.13b) idly that
gj = 9j ±1/2 + 0(0 2 ).	 (3.13c)
It is easy to see that (3.1.3c) holds even if gj_1 /2 •gj+1/2 ' 0, for then
j = 0 but 9j+1/2 = 0(A2 ) itself (since A j+1/2 = 0(A2))'
Relations (3.9a) (3.9b) follow inwdiately by rewriting (3.13c) as
9i I= gj+l/2 + 0(e 2 ) ,	 gj+1 _ gj+1/2 + 0(A2).
We turn nw to arove 0.12). We obse -ve from the definition (3.11a) that
gj and gj+l ca-mot be of different sign, hence
- 18 -
Ig, +l - gjl < max ( lgjlslgj+l l)
 .
mvc[edn( I gj
-1/21 ' 1 gj +1/21)' min() gj+1/21 ' l gj+3/21 ) ]
1gj+1/21.
Thus it follows from (3.11b) that
lyj+1/2 1 - lgj+1	 gj l ' 16j+1/2 VI ` Igj+1/2 1/1 Aj+1/2 V1
_2 l
1 Q^3+1/2) - (vj +1/2)
this camletes the: proof of (3.12) .
We show now that the 5-point second order accurate scheme (3.8) with (3.11)
is TVNI under the same CFL restriction of the original 3-point first order
accurate 7'VNI scheme (3.1).
LA=".a 3.u: Sur^-pose Q(x) satisfies (3.)) and gj is defined by (3.11), then
the finite-dif exence scheme (1.4) with the numerical flux (3.8) is TVNI under.
the C:'L restriction (3.3).
Proof: Since (3.8) is (3.1) applied to a modified flux P (3.8a), it can
be r written as (3.5) with ej+1/2 replaced by	 V. 	 (3.8b). we conclude
from Lemma 3.1 that the scheme (3.8) is TVNI under the modified CFL
restriction
- 19 -
^jIvj+1/2) s u
	 (3.14)
To ca.mlete the proof of I.errma 3 . 4 we show that ( 3.14) is implied by the original
CFL condition (3.3). Using, (3.12) and (3.2) we get
.,M
^"j+1/2 1 = I ^j+1/2 + Yj+1/2 1 ' I;j+1/2 1 + IYj+1/2 1 - 1;j+1/2 1 +
+	 IQ(;j+1/2) - (^j+l/2)2)	
I 
^j+1/2 1 + ^ L1 - (v3+1/2)21 =
= 1 - 1 (1"j +l/2) - 1) 2 : 1
whenever I vj+1/2 ( ` Q(;j+1/ 2 ) '< 	 this shows that ( 3.14) holds.
Remarks: (1) If Aj+1/2v = 0 then it follows immediately from the definition (3.11)
that gj = gj+l = 0. 7his shcws that the modified numericz.l flux (3.8d) is consistent
with the physical T lux f (u) in the sense of (1.4c). The scher^e (3.8) + 0.11) is TViII
and•therefore it has convergent subsequences for all ini:fal eater of bounded
total variaticn; the limits of thsse suhcequences are 	 solutions of the scalar
conservation law (2.1). To corrolete the convergence prco= one has to show that
all these limits are the same. In the constant coefficient case the solution to
the IW (2.1) is unique and therefore the scheme is c:nvergent (note that
the sche-re is nonlinear even in the constant coefficient case:) In the nonlinear
case, convergence will fcllo.,i if one shows that the sche-•? is consistent with
Oieini:<'s e-ntropy condition in the sense of (1.5). We shill discuss consistency
with the entzrpy cons? i tiers Li Section 5.
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(2) Condition (3.6) is only a necessary condition for second order accuracy.
It becomes a sufficient condition if the coefficient in the G(A 2 ) term in (3.6)
is differentiable, except possibly at a finite number of points N(t. At), such
that Net -►
 0 as at -►
 0 for all t. It is clear from (3.13) and (3.9) that
the troublescme points where the scheme (3.8) + 0.11) may degenerate locally to
O:A2 ) truncation error are those where 
s,+1/2 (3.11c) is discontinuous, i.e.
where Q(v) - v2 = 0 or, ux
 = 0. The fact that the scheme is TVNI controls
the possible increase of the number of local extremum points in the computed
solution. The schemes that we consider in section 5 all have the monotonicity
property (see section 2); i.e. the number of local extremum points in the computed
solution is nonincr.asing in time, and thus bounded by that of the initial data.
(3) The modified eauation of the scheme (3. 1), i.e., the equation which it approxi-
mates to second order accuracy, is (2.7) with
a(u,a) 
=IQ
(v) - v^ 12 2	 v = aa(u)
	 (3.15a)
2X
We rewrite the modified equation as
u  + {f - At2 [Q(v) - v2 ) ux }x = 0,	 (3.15b)
2A
and observe that gi±1/2 0 llb), and consequently gi 0.11a), is an
approxir;at-0 to the teen
g a	 Q(v) - v2 ] ux = 1 [Q(v) v2 1 (Ax•ux ).	 (3.15c)
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Our method to convert a first order accurate TVNI scheme into a second order
accurate TVII scheme is based on the following heuristic argument: The first order
scheme 0.1) approximates
ut
 + [f- 9 X = 0	 (3.16a)
to second order accuracy. Therefore, applying the same scheme to
ut +[f+xgix =0
	 (3.16b)
results in a second order accurate appro-,cimation to u  + f  = 0. To b2 able
to apply the scheme to (3.16b) we have to define g(u) with a bounded derivat_ve
dg/du, therefore gi+1/2 (3.17b) is replaced by g i (3.11a) (see 1 5]).
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4. Systems of Conservation Laws.
In this section we describe how to extend our new scalar scheme of section 3
to syster .^s of conservation laws. our extension technique is a somewhat generalized
version of the procedure suggested by P. Roe in [147. The basic idea is to extend
the scaler scheme to the system case by applying it"scalely" to each of the (approp-
riately linearized) characteristic variables.
Let S(u) = (Rl(u), R2(u.),...,Rm(u))
	 (4.1a)
be a matrix, the colomns of which are the right eigenvectors of the Jacobian
matrix 4(u) (1.2a). Then
(4. lb)S 1AS = A
	 ,	 A...= al(u)aij	 ij
The mows Ll (u), L2(u),...,Lm(u) of S7 1 M  constitute a complete system of
left eigenvectors of AM which is bi-orthonornal to the system of right eigen-
vectors, i.e.
IM = 8ij .
	
(4. lc)
Ire the constant coefficient case A(u) =_ A = const.
ut + Aux = 0, u(x,C; = ^ W ,	 -CO < x < GD.	 (4.2)
one defines characteristic variables w = 0- ) by
w = Lku,	 w = S 1..,	 (4.3)
M k
U = I wkR
k=1
(4.5)
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It follows f='or ► (4.1) that (4.2) decouples into m scalar characteristic
equations, 1 s k < m
wt + a wk = 0,	 w (x,0) = Lkm(x),	 < x < •.	 (4.4)
This offers a natural way of extending a scalar scheme to a constant coefficient
system of equations (4.2) by applying it "scalarly" to each of the m scalar
characteristic equations C4.4).
The characteristic variables ^ in (4.3) can also be viewed as the cow..-
ponents of u in the coordinate system {Rk}, i.e.
.
We use this intereretaticn of characteristic variables to extend the scalar
scheme to general no:zlinear systems of conservation. laws.
Let vJ+1/2 = V(vj , vj+1 ) be an average of 	 vi and	 vj+1 ,	 i.e.	 a srmth
function V(u,v) such that
V(u,v) = VCv,u)
	
(4.6a)
V(u,u) = u	 (4.6b)
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and leta^+1/2 denote tl.e component of A j
+1/2v = vj+1 - vj in the coordinate
system (R 3+1/2)1
m k
A j+1/2v - )1 i j+1/2 R +1/2	 (4.7a)
k	 = k	 (4.7b)*j+312 Lj+1/2 a j+l/2v
here we use the notation convention bjil/2 = b(vj+1/2 ) = b(V(vj,vj+1)).
We now extend the scalar scheme (3.8) + (3.11) to general systems c"
conservation laws as follows:
1
v^ = vn X(?,-	 (4.8a)
 ^j-1/2)' 	
Fj+1/2 = 2 [f(vj ) + f (vi +1)] +
(4.8b)
M
+ 2 k=1 ^3+1/2^ gj + g j+1 - Qk(^j+1/2 + Y3+1/2 ) °j+1/2]
where "^+1/2 - aak( j+1/2) and
gi = si4l/2max(0, min({ i+1/2{'gi-1/2*si+1/2)]' si l/2 = sign(gi+1/2) (4.8c)
gi+1/2 =7 EQk(Vi+1/2) - (vi+1/2 )2] ai+1/2	 (4.8d)
i+1 - gi) /ai+i/2	 when aik	 Cg	 +1/2 t 0
"i+1/2=	 k	 (4.8e)
	0 	 when ai+1/2 = 0
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The second order accurate one-step Lax-Wendroff scliew can be represented
as
m
Fj 1/2 = 1 [f(vj) + f(vj+l)7 - X71 k l(V^+1/2)2 aj+1/2 Rj+1/2 	(4.9)
7 [f(vj ) + f(vj+l )7 - 'IT[A(vj+l/2)) 2Aj+1/2v
L,P.mm 4.1. Suppose { Qk(x)) are Lipschitz continuous, then (4.8) satisfies
j^l/2j 1/?_ + 0(A 2 )	 (4.10)
Proof: Raklbite (4.8b) as
	
U	 m
j+1/2 - f j+1/2 + kI1Rj+1/2Tj+l/2 	 (4.11a)
w&ere
Tj+1/2 = 2% {gj + gj+1 - [Qk(vj+l/2) - (^^+1/2 )2j aj+1/2}
(4. 1.1b)
271 [(^ +112 + Yk+1/2 ) - Qk(vk+1/2)J ak	 '
	
J	 j	 J	 3 +1/2
and then use (3.10c) and conclude (3.9) from Lenm 3.3.
A'e define the total variation TV M of the vector mesh function v to
be
• m
TV (v) _ 7
	 1 1aj+1121
	
(4.12)
J=-m
 k-1
ubere 
aj+1/2 is defined by (4.7), and show:
Lea 4.2 Suppose kQ (x) satisfies (3.2) for all 'k, and that A(u) = A =constant,
then the scheme (4.8) is WN-I under the CFL restriction
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lMxjAk ^ s v= min u f 1	 (4.13)
where P  are the restrictions in (3.2).
Proof: Because of the assumption A(u) : const, (Rk) , {Lk} and (4k)
are all constant. MAtiplying (4.8b) from the left by L k , we obtain (3.8d)
for the characteristic variable Wk (4.3); gj and Y^+1/2 in (4.8) becomes
identical with (3.11). Thies by Lemma 3.4 we conclude that under condition (4.3)
the total variation of each of the characteristic variables is nonincreasing,
and therefore the total variation (4.12) is nonincreasing as well.
Corollary 4.3. The scheme (4.8) in the constant coefficient case is
convergent under the restriction (4.13) for all initial data of bounded total
Variation, and is second under accurate.
We remark that this corollary is not trivial since the scheme is highly
nonlinear even in the constant coefficient case.
Our technique to extend scalar, schemes to the system case does not require
any particualr form of averaging V(u,v) (4.6)• Roe in [151 is using a specific
form of averaging that on top of being mathematically pleasing, also enables the
computational advantage of perfectly resolving stationary discontinuities.
In C 7 ] we shaa that if the system of conservation laws (1.1) ;possesses
an entropy function (.1.3), then it is synmtrizable, and there exists a mean value
Jacobian A(u,v) such that
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(i) f(v) - f(u) = A(u,v) (v-u) (4.14a)
(ii) A(u ,u) = A(u) (4.14b)
A(u,v) has real eigenvalues (a )c M	 and a complete set of right
eignevectors (Rk(u,v))k=1
In the context of the scherre (4.8) Roe's extension technique is expressed by
taking	
+1/2 and R^+1/2 in (4,7) - (4.8) to be the eignevalues and the ri rt
eigenvectors of the mean value Jacobian ANj , vj+1 ) (4.14a), respectively.
Thus if a^+1/2 are defined by (4.7a)
m
vj+l - vj -	 aj+1/2 j+1/2
	
(4.15x)
k=1
then it follows from (4.14a) -Chat
M
f(vj+1? - f(vj ) _	 a +1/2 aj+1/2 P.^+1/2 .	 (4.15b)k=1
The relation (4.15) makes the sche-,w (4.8) a more faithful extension of (3.8)
in the sense that (4.8) for m=1 is identical with the scalar scheme (3.8).
We observe that if f(u) = f (v) in (4.14a) then v - u is a right eigenvector
or A(u,v), ccr:^es_x-^d_rg to a zero eignvalue. Hence ire (4 . 15) a k (u,v) = 0 for
k 9 ko and a o(u,v) = 0, for some ko . It is easy Lo see that if Qko(0) 0
in (4.8) then the stationary discontinuity
u	 x < 0
U x,t) _ ¢ (x) _
	
, f(u) = f(v)
v	 x> 0
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is also a stationary solution of (4.8). (see [153).
In the case of the Euler equations of gasdynamics, where the flux f(u)
is an homgeneous function of u of degree 1, it is possible to express A(u,v)
in (4.14) as
A(u,v) = A(V(u,v)). 	 (4.17)
This relatively simple function V(u,v) (see [ 15 3) will be described in
Section 7.	 .
Remarks: (1) Note that we use ( k(x), thus allowing different functions (3.2)
for different characteristic fields. As observed by P. Roe [ 141 the extension
technique of this section permits even the use of completely different scalar
schemes for different characteristic fields.
(2) In most applications it may be advantagous to replace the term
2 tf (v^) + f (v^+1 )3 in C4.8b) by f (v j+1/2 )  = f(V(v^ , vj+l )) . For, sure this
sir, Tnlifies the programming and reduces the CPU time, without altering the main
properties of the scheme. A possible disadvantage of such a change is that the
scheme may lose the property of perfect resolution f stationary discontinuities.
(3) The particular definition (4.12) of total variation is motivated by the
definition of Glimn's functional in [3 3. When applied to a piecewise-smooth
solution u(x,t) of (1.1)
lien TV(u) f^ E IIkMuxldx +	 ia"NP I	 (4.18)
Ax^►O	 }cl	 , k-1
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where xi are points of discontinuity, and ak(x^) denotes the value of a1+1/2
in (4.7) evaluated with respect to vi = u ((x
i
)- ,t), vi+l = u((xi)+,t).
There is no reason to expect that the functional (4.18), and consequently
(4.12), is generally nonincreasing with t. Based on Glimn's results D ] we
do however believe that this functional (under certain conditions) is bounded in
t. At this time we do not have estimates of the possible increase in total
variation in solutions of the scheme (4.8), and therefore cannot prove convergence
in the nonlinear s stem case.
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S. On the choice of 0(x).
In section 3 we have presented the basic idea of our new scheme in the
scalar case, which can be described algorithmically by.: 'Take a 3-point TVNI
scheme (3.1), which is first order accurate, and apply it to the modified flux
value (3.8) to obtain a 5-point second order accurate TVNI'scheme (3.11) + (3.8)
We begin section 5 by considering different choices of Q(x) in the
3-point scheme O.D. In the end of this section we argue that most of the pro-
perties of the 3-point point scheme (3.1) go over to the modified 5-point` scherie
C3,8) +(3.11).
In section 6 we discuss the system case.
A natal canice of	 Q(x)	 in (3.2) is Q(x) _	 jxj, which corresponds to
the least dissipative TVNI	 scheme of the form (3.1). The scheme (3.5) with
Q(x) _ jxj can De rewritten as
v^+1 v^ - Cvj
+1/2 ) &j+1/2vn - (vj-1/2 )+ Aj-1/2vn
	 (5. la)
whe-e
v = min(v,0) = 2 (v - jv^), v+= max(v,0) = 2 (v + M).	 (S. lb)
Taus scheme (5.1) is a generalization of the well-known upstream
differencing scheme of Courant, Isaacson and Rees, and it is well investigated
in the lite_ratti^-a (see E51, [10] and the references cited there). We now give
a brie= review of its relevant properties.
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Lerrra 5.1. Solutions of the upstream differencing schwe (5.1), under the C:FL
restriction
Amax (a(u)k	 1,	 = range of initial data,:	 (5.2)
uE4
have the monotonicity property stated at the beginning of Section 2.
Sketch of ?roof: Let W(x) be the piecewise-linear interpolant of v , i.e.
W(xj ) = vn , xj = jax.
Then (5.1), under the CFL restriction (5.2), implies that there exists
a 'monotone ncndecre-asi:ig sequence ( xj ) such that
J	 _l
This shwas t' lat v +1 has no -lore local e::-tremum p:,i.nts then vn , and that
the value or a local ra*niraun	 is nondecreasi:ng (nonincreasing), which
is the assertion of Le---e 5.1.
We observe that the statio:ory ju-m discontinuity (4.16), admissible or
inadmissible, is also a satationary solution of the upstream differecing scheme
(5.1). On one hand this is a desirable pronei-ty as it implies good resolution of
static:--.• s: x:s :oar the other h_L.rd it indicates that the scheme many select
nos':^hvsic3l w=eak solutionst^,at do nct satisfy th ,< entrop; condition (1.3b). This
property is related to the fact that the viscosity term 0(u,A) (3.15a) vanishes
for v = 0, and, it is ccr :ron to all schemes (3.1) with Q (0) = 0. '
To prevent entropy condition violation of this sort and make Q(x)
smoother at the same time, we modify Q(x) = I x I near x = 0 to be
with say e = 0.05. (see Fig. 1)
This change has increased the amount of ntzr^erical viscosity for x 	 < 2c
so that now	 0(u,A) >	 0
	 for M < 1. S(u,a)	 vanishes only for v = 1;
which can be handled bj taking u < 1, say y = 0.95, in the CFL restriction
Consequently the scheme (3.1) with QCx) C5.3), cannot have perfect
'resolution of the stationary shock (4.16).
Another possible choice of Q(x) which correspond: to a sch lnie that has
already been investigated is QCx) = x 2 + 4 (see L 1 ] - C 6 1) . This sc; ^err^
is the lax-l-7endroff scheme modified by the addition of 	 linear viscosity term
^vj+l - 2vi + v.-l). Since now Q(x) - Ix) _ (IxI - `) 2 > 0, it is the require-
ment QCx)<.l in (3.2) which restricts the CFL condi_ion (3.3) to
u = T /2a 0.866 < 1 (see Fig. 1).
We turn now to discuss the second order accurate TIM scheme (3.8) + (3.11).
We note that the truncation error of this scheme is OCR'), except possibley where
ux = o, independent of the particular form of Q(x).	 the modified sc?ieme
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remmves all 0 (A 2 ) errors due to numerical viscosity, except at the points where
ux goes through zero; there some viscosity is needed to ensure monotonicity.
Consequently we expect the new scheme to have high resolution of shocks, stationary
or moving, almost independently of the particular choice of Q(x).
Based on these considerations it seems to us that (5.3) is the best choice
of Q(x) for (3.11)
tdext we deal with the question whether properties of the scheme (3.1)
go over to the mortified scheme (3.8) + (3.11). We expect properties of the original
scheme that can be expressed as a relation between
	
F(vn) and F(vr'+l ), where
F is some functional that depends on mesh values only, to go over to the modified
second order accurate scheme. We have seen that this is true for the TM pro-
pe Oty; we can also prove that for Q1(x) = IxI the modified scheme- has the mono-
tonicity property, and that n the stationary discontinuity case ( 14.16) it behaves
the same way as the original sche-,re .
To support our conjecture in general, we note that the modified scheme is the
original scd	 applied to a modified flux f + IX 	 (3.lCb). Thus if g were
strictly a function of u, our statemenit becomes trivially true. However g in
(3.11), wa•lich is consistent with zero flux, may be cosidered g(vn) only where
%n is monotone. The particular forma used in (3.11) is designed to match the
di-'fen^--it ::efinitions of g( ,il) in neighs boiLri 1g monotone sections by setting
g = 0 at local extre-- ,= points (see C 5 1). That this matching is smooth, i s
evicent by t e fact that y = tr./Au is well-defined eve:y
-.here, and is hounded in
a!^solute value by (3.12).
-3k-
Hopefully the piecewise definition of g(vn) does not spoil validity of
such properties for the modified scheme.
Based on these arguments we form the conjecture that if the original
scheme (3.1) is consistent with the entropy inequality (1.3b), so is the modified
second order accurate scheme (3.8) + (3.11).
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6.	 On resolution and entrot)y.
The extension technique of section 4 consists of applying scalar schemes,
not necessarily the same, to characteristic fields. Therefore we have the possibi-
lity to custco fit the scheme to the corputational needs of each characteristic
field.
We consider here systems of conservation laws where the characteristic fields
are either geiriinely nonlinear (auRk 9 0) or l^ degenerate (akk __ 0,
see [111). The waves of a geryiinely nonlinear field are either shocks or rarefac-
tion waves, depending whether the characteristics are convergent or divergent.,
The Haves of a .linearly degenerate field are exclusively contact discontinuities.
First let us consider the latter case of a linearly degenerate characteristic
field. It is %ell known that the R_emann Livariants of tbis field, one of w2ich
is the characteristic speed, are continuous across a contact discontinuity. There-
fore the propagation or a contact discontinuity is ccrrnuta=Iona__ 1 y equivalent
to that of a scalar discontinuity moving with a constant :characteristic soeed.
As remarked in section 3, the solution of the fist order accurate scheme (3.1)
is the sar:e, up to second order terms, as the solution 	 the modified differen-
tial equation ('3.15b) (or (3.16x)). The modification of the flux f(u) = constant.0
by the additioln of the terra C- 1 g) has the effect of making the characteristic
field slightly divergent in a region of a discontinuity. Consequently the computed
discontinuity is being spread at the rate of ►rn, whare n is the number of
time-steps taken; similarly, a p-th order accurate standard scheme spreads a contact
discontinuity ay the rate of nl/ (p+l) (see [5 D.
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Our new second order accurate scheme is obtained by applying the original one
to the flux f + 1X 	 (3.16b). This has the effect of reducing the divergence of
the characteristics induced by the original scheme in a region of discontinuity,
and we es;ect the computed discountinuity to spread like n l/3 , rather than n1/2.
To ensure that the computed contact discontinuity does not.spread in time at
all, we want to make the effective characteristic field slightly convergent. To
accomplish that we increase the size of g, in (3.16b) e.g. by multiplying the Pais
Of C4.8c) by -(I + 6^), i.e.
g = C 1 + eI 
si+1/2 max[0, min (I g1+1/21'gi-1/2'si+1/2)7	 (6.1a)
where
eI °1i11/2	 '1-1/2 1 /(iai+1/2^+ ;°^i11-21 ) ;	 (6.1b)
'
ki+1/2is defined by (4.7).
In [ 6 ] we show that
0 < el < 1	 (6.2a)
6i = O(Ax) in regions of smoothness. 	 (6.2b)
and that 61 = 0(1) in regions of discontinuities.
It is easy to see that this change in (4.8c) modifies the numerical flux
(4.8b) by O(a2) and thus does not spoil the second order accuracy of the scheme. 	 rt
Fm—i (6.2a) and( 3.12 ) it follows that now
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^	
1gj+1
	
gj3+1/2 1 'IQ(vj+1/2) - (v^+l/2 )2 ^Yj 1 21 	 (6.3a)
Hence for Q(x) (3.2) we get in Lemna 3.4
^ vj+1/2 ) +IYj+1/2 ) 	^ vj+1/2 1 + Q(v^+1/2 )	(v^+1/2)2	 ( 6 .3b)
For Q(x) = IxI we have that the RHS of (6.3b) is less or equal 1 for
Ivj+1/21	 1 1 and consequently the modification (6.1) does not alter the CFL
condition for this field. The same is true for Q(x) in (5.3) with e< 1/3.
(However for Q(x) = x2 + 1/4 (6.3b) implies a more stringent restriction,
namely maxvJ+l/2 < 3/4).
7
We remark that there are no entropy considerations associated with a
linearly degenerate characterist-Ic field.
Vle turn now to the case of a ger. ,linely nonlinear characteristic field,
Where the corputational aspects to be considered are resolution of shocks and
enforcervnt of the entropy condition.
Unlike contact discontiruitieL. shocks are formed and main-
tained by local convergence of the characteristic curves. The
reduction in numerical viscosity due to the addition of (4.8c)
is usually sufficient to ensure good resolution of shocks. When
higher resolution is desired, one may employ a mechanism of the
form (6.1) to enhance the local convergence of the characteristics
in the shock region and thus improve its resolution (see [51).
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The computational aspect of the entropy condition may be demonstrated by
considering a Riemann problem for (1.1) involving two nearby states uL and uR.
Lax in [11] proves (assuming all fields to be genuinely nonlinear) that there
exists a unique "physical" solution to this problem, which consists in general
Of both shocks and rarefaction waves. One can show, using exactly the same method
of proof, that there also exists a weak solution consisting only of shocks 1 . which
may differ from the physical one. Whenever the first contains rare action waves,
the latter has nonphysical "expansion shocks". Therefore to ensure that the scheme
selects a ph.3sically relevant weak solution, consistency with the entropy condition,
on top of c6nsistency with (1.1), is required.
In section 5 we have argued that the scalar schema (3.8) + (3.11) is consistent
with Oleinik's entropy condition. The question arises smw whether the system
version (4.8) of this scheme will always select the physical weak solution.
T.P.Liu 1 12] shows that if a weak solution of (1.1) con:-- ins only "admissible"
discontinuities that satisfy a "scalar" Oleinik conditiM with respect to the
Rankine-Hungcniot curve, then this solution also satisf__s the entropy inequality
(1.3b). Using this theory the above question can be re_..mulated as: Will the
scheme C4.8) reject discontinuities that do not satisfy 2 1 einik's condition along
the Rankine-Flugoriot curve? It seems possible to answe- this question affirmatively
for sufficiently weak shocks, and feasibly for a larger .lass of problems.
1 We remark that there is also a one-parameter family zf states connecting u 
and uR through rarefaction curves only (see MD. H-.- ever a "negative rare-
faction wave" is not cormutationally realizable as it ii a multi-valued function
of X.
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7.	 Application to Euler equations of gasdynammeics
In this section we describe the application of our new scheme (4.8) to
the Euler equation of gasdynami.cs:
Wt + f(w)x = 0	 (7. la)
p	 0
W = m	 , f(w) = uw + p	 (7. lb)
E	 u
p = (Y - 1) (E - 1/2 p u2 ).	 (7.1c)
Here p, u, p and E are the density, velocity, pressure and total energy,
respectively; m = pu is the momentum and we take f = 1.4.
The eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix A(w) = w are
al(w) = u - c , a2 (w) u , a3(w) = u + c	 (7.2a)
where c is the sound speed, c = C Yp/01/2.
The corresponding right eigenvectors are
1	 1	 1
R (w) =	 u - c	 , R2 (w)=	 u	 , R3 (W) = u + c	 (7.2b)
H - tic
	 2 u2	 H + uc
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where H = (E + p)/P = 0 2/(Y-1) + 1 u2 is the enthalpy..
Let ak(wL ,wR), k = 1,2,3, be the solution of the following system
of linear equations (4.7)
3
wR
 - wL = E akRk(V(wL,wR)).
k=1
(7.3a)
where V WL, wR) (4.6) is some average state; denote its velocity and sound
speed by u and c, respectively. To calculate a  in (7.3a) we first
eValuate
C1
 = (Y-1) {[E] + 7 u2l p ] - u [m]}/c2	(7.3b)
C2 = {[m] - u[P]}/c	 (7.3c)
where [b] denotes [b] = rR - bL; then a._ in (7.3a) are obtained by
al =	 (C1 - C2 ),	 a2 = [P] - C11 a3 =	 (C1 + C2 ).	 (7.3d)
The second characteristic field corresponding to the eigenvalue u is
linearly degenerate, i.e., aW R2
 = 0; The other cherscter istic fields corres-
ponding to the eigenvalues u ± c are genuinely nonlinear. Therefore in
(6.1a) we define 8^+1/2 by (6.1b) for k = 2 and set 8^+1/2 = ej+1/2 - 0.
Given wn. we now list the operations needed to calculate Wi
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( i ) Compute: (uj = mj /v j ) and (P i ) by (7.1c)
(ii) Cute uj+1/2 and cj +1/2 from V(v j ,v j+l ); calculate
Maxj uj+1/2 1 + cj+1/2)' evaluate a^+1/?, k = 1,2,3 by (7.31)) - 7.3d).
Define X = At/ex = u/maxj (Iuj+1/2 1 + cj+1/2) where u is the Prescribed
CPL restriction in (4.13)
(iii) coi-Mute: V^-
	
- aaj+1/2 by (7.2a);	 C."k	 bi (':.8d);
e3+1/2 by (6.1b) for k = 2; Set e
^+l/2 - e j a l^2 - 13.
(iv) Calculate gj by (6.1a).
(v) Cor-.,-)uteY^+1/2 by (4.8e), and 	 by (.4. 8b) and relat-,ons (7.2b)
(vi) Co rute w^ +1 by (4.8a) .
We note that in ccr..utirig Fj+1/2 in (v), ono cc;ri ,-J to=:e a ivantai7e of the
simple foram of the Rk in (7.21)).
Next :one shwa how to iripleme:it Roe's	 linear- 7r -.1ti cn technique ( 4.14)	 --
C4-15)	 in the above algorithm.	 Roe presents a particular form of averaging
V(wL ,wR) such that for the Euler equations of gasdrna nics, the mean value
Jacobian hCcaJ,,,rR) in (4.14a) can be expressed by (U.1.7). This averaging; take- s
the following form:
t
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uj+1/2 <Pl/2u} /^P1/2 j	
^j+1/2 2 
13 1/2H > / <P1/2> 
s
	
(7.4a)
cj+1/2	 {(Y-1) (Ffj+1/2	 1 uj+1/2)}1/2
where <b> denotes the arithemetic mean
<b^ = ^ . (bj + bj+l)	 (7.4b)
Therefore to use Roe's linearization in our scheme all one has to do is to
cannute uj+1/2 andcj+1/2 in (ii) by (7.4).
We remark that the averaging in C7.4) is rather expensive. It seems to us
that in many applications the simple arithmethic average (7.4b) will do just as
well.
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8.	 21umerical experiments.
In this section we present some numerical experiments that demonstrate
the perforimnce of the proposed second order accurate scheme. We consider here
the following two versions of it:
+1 = vn - a(•
+1/2 -'-1/2)7	 J	 J	 J
(B. la)
m
^3+1/2 - 2 If(vj ) + f(vj+1) -	 k^l S^+1/2 R^+1/2-1	 (8.1b)
where
S3+1/2	 ^(^^j+1/2 + Yj+1/2 )u j +1/2	 (gj + g
j+l )	 (8.2)
and gkj is defined by an appropriate variant of (6.1) and (4. 8d)
Yk+1/2 is defined by (4.8e).
The first version is (8.1) - (8.2) with
Qk(x)	 1xI
	 (8.3a)
and will be referred to as the scheme ULT1; The second version is (8.1) -
(8.2) with
Qk(x) S x2 + 1/4	 (8.3b)
and will be referred to as the scheme ULT2.
For cc roa^ison sake we also present calculations with the following two
SG.e:-7es :
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(i) The second order accurate Lax-caendroff-type scheme (8.1) with
k	 k	 2
aj+l/2 ' (vj+1/2) (8.4)
which is referred to as the L!4 scheme.
(ii) The first order accurate Godunov-type scheme of Roe (sre [153 and [103)
Mich is defined by (8.1) with
8jt1/2 - ^vjtl/21
	
(8.5)
and is referred to as the ROE scheme.
In all the schemes and experiments reported herein we use the Roe
linearization (7.3) - (7.4).
(I) The shock tube problem.
We cosider now a Riemann problem
x^0
w(x, 0 )= 
wh	
(:8.60
wR 	x > 0
for the Eisler equations of a polytropic gas (7.1). Our first set of data is
	
1 0. 445	 ^ 0.5
	
W = 10.3111 	 , WR = 0	 (8.6b)L
	
18.928	 1.4275
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Other numerical experiments with this problanm are reported in [6 ] and the
references cited there.
In figures 2a, 2b and 2c we show the results obtained by the ROE, LW and
ULT1 schemes, respectively. The numerical values are shown by circles; the
exact solution is shown by the solid line. The calculations in figure 2 were
Performed with 100 time-steps under the CFL restriction u = 0.95 in (4.13),
and 140 cells.
In figure 3 we repeat the calculations presented in figure 2 for a different
set of data for the Riertiann Froblem (8.6a)
	
1.	 0.125
LIJL
 =	 0.	 ,	 14R =	 0.
	
2.5	 0.25
Other nu:::erical experir -ents with this problem are prese.-:`ed in [163. The
calculations in figure 3 were performed with 50 time-st-rs under the CFL restriction
P = 0.95 in (4.13), with 100 cells.
:pie re-ark- that the solution of ULT2 for these rrobelms look almost identical
to those of ULT1. In both schemes we find almost no dependence on the CFL
number.
(II) The (,".:rsi 1-D nozzle vroblem.
We consider an axis\rrr•.netric nozzle with a cross-section area AN) . The
cross-section avexrage of the flow satisfy the followirg c ane-dimensional system
of equations
Wt + f(w )x = - s(w,x)
where w, f (w) and p are given in (7.1).
In figures 4,5 and 6 wet present numerical approxitrations to steady state
solutions of (8.7a).
In figures 4 and 5 we show solutions for a divergent nozzle with the civss-
section area
A(x) = 1.398 + 0.347 tank (0.8): - 4);
the flow condition is supersonic at the entrance and subscn5 at the exit.
Figxvs 4a and 4b show steady state solutions on a cr rode -sh of the ROE and
ULT1 schemes, respectively. Figure 5 shows the LJLTI res:1ts fo-r the sane problem
on a finer mesh.
In figure 6 we show a steady state solution of _:.-3 w'•LT1 scheme for a
convergent-divergent nozzle with the cross -section arY.aa
1 + (AO 
- 1) (l X/5)2
AN) _ 1 + (,^ - 1) CCx - 5)/(xE - 5)72
where AO = entrance area, AE = exit area; Here the ='_aw is subsonic at the
entrance as well as at the exit.
2	 Mese figs are by courtesy of Helen C. Yee of the NASA-Ames Research Center.
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The exact solutions in figures 4 to 6 are shown by the solid curve; the
values of the numerical solutions are indicated by a rambus.
Hopefully a detailed report of these calculations and the particular
approach to steady state will be published elsewhere.
(III) 2-D Flow through a duct.
In figures 7a and 7b we show solutions to the problem of the flow of air
through a duct containing a step. Initially the flow is everywhere to the right
at Mach 3, with P = 1. 4, p = 1 and c = 1. The duct width is 1, its length'is 3,
and the step of hieght 0.2 is located a distance of 0.6 `nom the entrance.
Figure 7 shows the results at t = 4 with a crude unif vm Cartesian grid with
Ax =AY = 0.1.
"I is problen-r was used by Woodward and Colella to test the performance of various
nurwrical schemes (see [18] and the references cited htere).
The solutions in figure 7 were obtained by a Strang -type dimensional
splitting of the form
v
n+2 
= Lvn	(8.8a)
L LX
 Ly Ly
 LX	(8.8b)
wfiere 
x 
and y are one-dimenional finite difference operators
ap; ro.ci r.^^ting
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IX : wt + f (w)x
 = 0 ,	 Ly : wt + g(w)y = 0.	 (8.8c)
If Lx and Ly are stable and dissipative second order accurate approximations
to the one-dimensional equations in (8.8c), then the scheme (8.8a) - (8.8b) is
a stable second order accurate approximation to the 2-dizensional problem.
Wt
 + f(w )x + g(w)y = 0.	 (8.8d)
In figure 7a we show for comparison sake the results of the second order
accurate hybrid scheme (see [ 67) (8.1) with
a	
L(J+1/2 =	 v +1/2 )2 +	 e	 74 j+1/2 a^+1/2	 (8.9)
where 8^+1/2 is (6.1b) for all k.
In figure 7b we show the results of ULT2.
Both figures 7a and 7b show 30 equally spaced density contours; Both
calculations were performed with a CFL restriction of 0.75
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We renark that the corner of the step in our calculations is treated as
a sham corner without any rounding (or equivalent ddition of numerical viscosity).
The sonic line emerging from this corner is a curve on which an eigenvalue of (8.8d)
vanishes. It is interesting to note that the results of the Godunov scheme in
figure la of (187 indicate that part of the sonic line may turn into an expansion
shock. We find a similar behaviour in the results of ULT1 for this problem.
Altcgether we find the performance of the new second order accurate scheme to
be quite pleasing. We note that the scheme is simple to program and requires only
slightly more CPU time than a Lax-Wendroff scheme with some artificial viscosity.
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